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Complete Agreement.
This Agreement and any attachments hereto or
incorporated by reference represents the entire contract between the parties and
shall take precedence over all other prior or existing understandings or agreements,
if any, whether oral or written.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hand and seal the day and date first
written above.
ATTEST:

PRINCETON, a municipal corporation of
the State of New Jersey

__________________________
Delores A. Williams, Clerk

By:_____________________________
Liz Lempert, Mayor
WSP USA

__________________________

By:_____________________________
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STATEM EN T O F U N D ERSTAN D IN G
The Municipality of Princeton (Princeton) has approved a new headquarters location for the Princeton
First Aid & Rescue Squad (PFARS) on a site bordered by Valley Road, Mount Lucas Road, Route 206, and
Cherry Hill Road. Two adjoining properties along Mount Lucas Road will be consolidated to develop the
property with emergency medical and first response services that are currently operated at other
locations in the municipality. The new headquarters will be located in the geographical center of the
town, near the police and fire stations, and provides enhanced regional access to Princeton’s principal
travel corridors, including Route 206 and Route 27. Three intersections with Route 206 are currently in
operation, including Valley Road, Terhune Road, and Cherry Hill Road. Valley Road at Route 206 is stopcontrolled with several prohibited traffic movements; Terhune Road is stop-controlled at 206 with all
movements allowed; and the Cherry Hill Road at Route 206 intersection is signalized with all
movements allowed. To consolidate the two properties for the site, a segment of Terhune Road from
Mount Lucas Road to Route 206 will need to be vacated and the intersection at Route 206 closed. The
closure and vacation of Terhune Road will change traffic patterns and movements, and a new signal is
being considered for the Valley Road intersection at Route 206. Traffic concerns and operational issues
have been raised by the community with the closure of Terhune Road. As such, local investment in
infrastructure improvements will be required by Princeton, with support from the State and other
Stakeholders, to accommodate the new traffic patterns and address concerns regarding traffic
congestion in the area.
A comprehensive local and corridor-wide assessment, including roadway geometrics and deficiencies,
vehicle throughput and intersection performance, safety concerns, and proposed and anticipated
development will be performed to develop a consensus vision for the area that preserves Princeton’s
desirable quality of life and leads to a sustainable and livable future. The goal of the assessment is to
identify and compare reasonable alternatives and strategies that address the requirements of the initial
stages of the project delivery process, select a preferred alternative, and identify the project
requirements for future design phases. This phase also determines whether the study can be advanced
to the Design and Construction phases.

W O RK P LAN
At the request of Princeton, WSP USA Inc. (WSP) is pleased to submit our qualifications, scope of work,
and associated cost proposal to undertake the traffic assessment for the Route 206 corridor adjacent to
the Princeton First Aid & Rescue Squad (PFARS) headquarters. The purpose of this effort is to
recommend solutions that address current and anticipated transportation and circulation issues in the
corridor as the currently vacant lots along Mount Lucas and Terhune Roads are redeveloped for
emergency medical and first response services. The study methodology combines traditional needs
assessment and capacity analysis with safety and mobility elements. WSP professionals will work
closely with staff from Princeton to design and manage the technical effort.
Our approach for this phase will be to execute a scope of work with elements of: data collection and
mapping; and multimodal mobility and traffic assessment; stakeholder coordination; concept
development; and formulat ion of recommendations and implementation plan.
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Data Collection, Assessment, and Mappi ng – The WSP Team will collect data and prepare mapping to
create a comprehensive understanding of demographics; system performance, safety, and deficiencies;
crash history; multimodal transportation demand; and the findings of recent and related studies. These
resources set the stage for detailed assessment and mapping of needs, constraints, and opportunities,
and includes assessment of status of implementation of previous recommendations.
Multimodal Mobility and Tr affic Assessment - Drawing on our extensive experience with corridor,
county-wide, and regional transportation plans, the WSP Team will work collaboratively with the
municipality and the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) to develop a program of safety
and mobility strategies.
Stakeholder Coordination and Outr each - The WSP team will work collaboratively with client and
stakeholders to explore priorities and establish objectives. A combination of both traditional and
innovative outreach elements will be used to guide the study from inception to completion.
Concept Development – WSP will develop and compare up to three (3) reasonable alternatives that
address the requirements of the initial stages of the project delivery process. The concepts may include
intersection geometric improvements including vehicle turning movement restrictions, roundabouts
and roadway widenings.
Recommendations, Investment Str ategies, and Implementation Plan – The WSP Team will prepare
concept plan alternatives, recommendations, strategies, and develop an implementation plan to
address multimodal transportation needs and overcome constraints and deficiencies.
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SCO PE O F SERVICES
The WSP Team proposes the following Scope of Work (SOW) to meet the needs of the study within the
resources Princeton has available.

TASK 1–PROJECT M ANAGEMENT
Task 1 includes client communications, subconsultant coordination, financial administration, and
overall quality management. A nine (9) month schedule is proposed with an anticipated Notice-toProceed (NTP) date in February 2019.
Upon receipt of NTP, our Team’s proposed Pr oject Manager (PM) Peter F. Kremer , AICP/ PP will
schedule a project kickoff meeting with Princeton staff to transition seamlessly into the SOW and
initiate the critical path task assignments. Among the topics of discussion will be confirmation of the
SOW and schedule; project schedule; progress reporting and invoicing requirements; potential
outreach partners; and review of the comprehensive list of applicable recent studies, plans, and data
needs. The Team will then mobilize to initiate the traffic data collection program.
Mr. Kremer will actively track project status and financial performance, monitor the SOW and
schedule, and mitigate discrepancies proactively with the assistance of the project’s Principal-inCharge, Anand (Andy) Paluri, PE, PTOE.
Status reporting will include a monthly briefing with Princeton staff; these may take place in-person or
via teleconference. Monthly invoices and project status reports will include brief updates of work
activity and progress, financial performance, schedule, and action items. A detailed schedule of tasks
and associated timeline will be prepared and submitted for review and approval at regular intervals.

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Monthly progress reports and invoices

►

Regular updates to progress schedule

TASK 2 –STAKEHOLDER COORDINATION AND O UTREACH
Coordination and outreach are essential elements of any transportation planning study. The WSP
Team will build on previous study efforts and foster dialogue among the study area stakeholders that
include the Princeton municipal officials, including representatives from emergency medical and first
response services, the local school district, and NJDOT. We will work directly with Princeton staff to
design and implement the coordination and outreach process that is anticipated to include the
following elements:
n
n

Meeting with Municipal Part ners,
Public Open House Meeting

n

Study Fact Sheet

A coordination and outreach is proposed to support the study process and help inform the needs
assessment and decision-making tasks. This approach has proven successful for identifying
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opportunities for mobility and safety improvements that are championed by local decision makers and
have broad support for advancement and implementation.
We have assumed that Princeton municipal
staff will schedule the meetings, arrange
locations, identity and invite the part icipants,
create and maintain member mailing lists,
provide the necessary publicity, and distribute
meeting materials.
WSP will provide meeting materials including
handouts, sign-in sheets, display boards, and
PowerPoint format presentations for each
meeting. These materials will be submitted to
the client in advance of each meeting for
review and comment.

M unicipa l Pa rt ners M eeting

WSP’s proposed PM , Pete Krem er, seen here lea ding a recent

public open house m eeting in Princeton, NJ, ha s led num erous
A municipal partner meeting provides an
invaluable opportunity to obtain local insights a dvisory com m ittee, focus group, a gency, m unicipal, a nd public
m eetings through dozens of projects throughout New Jersey.
and input on existing conditions, present
initial findings, review proposed concepts and
improvement strategies, and provide the opportunity for municipal partners to take an active role in
the study.

Municipal partners may include planners, engineers, elected officials, municipal managers, municipal
police officer in charge of traffic issues, to flesh out local traffic issues; Princeton school district, and
NJDOT.
The responsibilities of the municipal partners include the following:
n
n

Review and provide input regarding the collection and presentation of data and information to
be compiled, developed and analyzed as part of this study
Review and provide input on recommendations and implementation plan

The WSP Team will assist Princeton municipal staff in conducting up to two (2) municipal partner
meetings. These meetings will include screening, reviewing, and providing comment on draft content
and deliverables before sharing them with a larger public audience.

Public Open H ouse M eeting
A Public Open House format provides the opportunity for members of the public, municipal partners,
and other stakeholders to provide input and concerns, review the draft findings, recommendations,
and implementation plan, with an opportunity for discussion, as well as open house-style displays
featuring key findings and recommendations. WSP Team members and Princeton municipal staff will
be on hand to answer questions and explain study purpose and next steps.

M eeting Schedules
Two rounds of meetings are proposed: a first round to introduce the study, present initial findings, and
begin a dialogue of collaboration and cooperation, and a second round to review draft
recommendations and implementation plan and formalize the process of consensus building.
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Each round begins with the municipal partners and elected officials, then presents to the public,
allowing the opportunity for municipal officials and professional staff to review and approve the
materials, findings, and recommendations, before going to the public.
Round One: Introduction, Goal Setting, and Initial Findings
·

Par tner s Meeting 1 - Intr oduction, Goal Setting, and Initial Findings: The primary
purpose of this meeting is to introduce attendees to the study and project team, review
roles and responsibilities, and present initial findings from the technical assessment.
Through active facilitation and discussion, attendees will brainstorm key issues, problem
areas, including local traffic issues, problem spots, safety and mobility concerns, and
desired outcomes.

·

Public Open House Meeting 1: The purpose of this meeting is to introduce the public to
the project; and obtain their input regarding community priorities, local traffic issues, and
safety and mobility concerns.

Round Two: Review of Findings and Im plem entation Plan
·

Par tner s Meeting 2 - Review of Findings and Proposed Implementation Plan: The WSP
Team will present an overview of key study elements, tasks, and findings, including the
proposed recommendations and implementation plan.

·

Public Open House Meeting 3: The team will present the proposed recommendations and
obtain public comment and input.

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Meeting agendas, presentation materials, and summaries for each meeting

►

Plan Fact Sheet

TASK 3 –D ATA COLLECTION , M APPING, AND ASSESSM ENT
Princeton municipal staff will be responsible for providing the WSP Team with applicable data, studies,
and mapping resources where available, including available local crash data and records, traffic counts,
origin-destination data, studies and plans, master plans and land use elements, and GIS resources and
data layers.
We anticipate data collection to include, but not be limited to, traffic counts at major intersections
along and adjacent to the Route 206 study corridor, origin-and-destination data, crash and accident
data for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists, public transport service and usage, and other related data.
The study team will evaluate data, findings, and recommendations from relevant previous studies,
determine their implementation status, and provide a concise summary of the most relevant
components and recommendations. Princeton municipal staff will provide input on the studies
considered in the document review, but they are expected to include:
n
n

Princeton Community Traffic Study Final Report (2015)
Traffic Signal Justification Report – Route 206 & Valley Road (2014)

This task will also include creating a project base map using the Princeton and/ or Mercer County GIS
and assembling existing relevant data sets, such as transit and roadway infrastructure, political
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boundaries, environmental resources and waterbodies, parcel boundaries, zoning, points of interest,
activity centers, etc.

Project M a pping a nd Survey
Mapping used for this phase of work will include aerial base mapping available via GISor MRSID files
supplemented with data collection and measurements taken in the field. Field data collection will
include a general topographic verification of the mapping and location of physical items not identified
by the aerial photography. WSP will identify general features visible from the ground such as major
utilities, drainage, signs, posts, etc.
WSP will compile an electronic ROW mosaic for use in analysis of this project. For this task WSP will
obtain the latest paper based Tax Maps within the project limits and recreate these in electronic form.
This ROW mosaic will depict approximate ROW line locations, property lines and show Block, Lot and
ownership information and be geo-referenced into the prepared base maps. Any apparent
encroachments would need to be verified by additional field survey and property line analysis which is
not covered under this scope of services.
Utility efforts will include identifying existing utility companies with facilities within the project area
and securing contact information. Utility information will be added to the topographic mapping from
the location of above ground and visible evidence of utilities and record information as contained on
the Utility Plates obtained from the utility companies. Inverts and test pits will not be taken. It is
anticipated that one day will be spent in the field verifying collected utility data, performing field
measurements and obtaining photographs.

Identify Site Resources
The WSP Team will identify existing environmental and cultural resources site constraints and
boundaries for the study area based on available data, site visits and consultation with stakeholders.
Environmentally sensitive areas and State / Federally regulated areas will also be identified.
For this phase of work, areas of environmental, cultural and regulated sensitivities within the Study
Area will be screened and documented using existing data from the NJDEP Bureau of Geographic
Information, NJDEP iMap, NJDEP Landscape project, NJOffice of Smart Growth, the New Jersey
Geographic Network and other sources. The purpose for this desk-top screening is to identify major
impacts that may present “ fatal-flaws” before advancing detailed concepts. Collected data will be field
verified and documented on a constraints map. A detailed Environmental Screening Report will be
prepared during the next phase of work.

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Summary compilation of existing data sets, include NJDOT crash records, NJDOT management
systems data, transit data, traffic volumes, demographic data, GISbase mapping, summary of
review of previous studies, and a conceptual design plan.

TASK 4 –CONCEPT D EVELOPMENT
The concept development tasks will include
n
n
n

Evaluation of Site Deficiencies
Conceptual Layout and Alternatives
Preliminary construction cost estimate
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Eva lua te Site Deficiencies
The WSP Team will review existing As-Built plans and other collected document, as well as, perform
site investigations, to assess the existing transportation infrastructure system within the project area.
Our assessment will include identifying physical site constraints, substandard conditions and other site
deficiencies in accordance with current AASHTO, Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
and NJDOT design standards and guidelines. In some instances, WSP has recommended the need for
additional supplemental data collection efforts in the form of field inspections to aid in advancement of
the project alternatives and inevitable selection of a preferred alternative. These recommendations for
additional data collection would be in an effort to make better engineering determinations, or in
situations where a potential “ fatal-flaw” could pose constructability problems and cost implications.
1.

Identify Substandard Design Elements

The WSP Team will assess the project area for substandard design conditions based on NJDOT’s list of
Controlling Substandard Design Elements (CSDE), in accordance with AASTHO, a Policy on Geometric
Design of Highways and Streets 6th Edition (2011) and the current NJDOT Roadway Design Manual (2015)
with Baseline Document Change (BDC’s) updates. The CSDE analysis will be based on the existing
roadway classification and design speed. We will document each substandard condition and compare
them with the minimum design standards. This assessment will be utilized during the alternatives
development and to assist in identifying the need for Design Exceptions.
a. Roadway
WSP will assess the existing roadway conditions along Route 206 within the project limits based on
the roadway classification and design speed based on AASHTO and NJDOT design standards and
guidelines. Substandard conditions will be identified and design recommendations made to correct
each condition. The following items will be investigated:
§

Geometrics

§

Typical sections including lane and shoulder widths, cross slopes and other elements;

§

Lane tapers and transitions;

§

Safety / Roadside design elements;

§

Roadway and intersection sight distance;

§

Driveway and pedestrian access (ADA Compliance);

§

Right of Way needs and deficiencies;

§

Signing compliance with MUTCD guidelines and conditions

b. Stormwater Management / Drainage
WSP will review existing As-Built plans, topographical mapping and available GISinformation
along the roadway and surrounding area within the project limits to determine drainage
deficiencies. Areas of concern and flooding will be field verified and documented. Consideration in
our assessment will include the contributing drainage area, land use and soil types within the
watershed area. Drainage and stormwater elements to be documented will include:
§

Drainage system defects
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§

Drainage areas

§

Flooding

§

NJDEP Best Management Practices

§

SWM / Water Quality Regulatory Compliance

Conceptua l La yout a nd Pla ns of Alterna tives:
The WSP Team will conceptually develop three (3) alternatives. One (1) of the alternatives will consist
of short term improvement recommendat ions and will be submitted to Princeton prior to the other
alternatives for implementation to minimize the impacts of the Terhune Road closure. Conceptual
plans for each alternative will be prepared to include:
§

Conceptual horizontal alignment to establish the footprint;

§

Potential drainage improvements;

§

Staging requirements or if a detour route is warranted;

§

Environmental constraints for impact assessment purposes;

Each alternative will be analyzed to determine its ability to address the project need with respect to
safety, capacity community, environmental, operational improvements, cost, etc. Where appropriate
the team will see to implement a “ context sensitive design” approach. Each alternative will identify
advantages and disadvantages for implementation. These analyses will include the following:
§

Quantify direct and indirect impacts to environmental resources based on the proposed action;

§

Assess life cycle costs and comparative cost-benefit for the various alternatives to justify the
capital expenditure.

§

Identify costs, and potential constructability issues and traffic impacts during construction;

§

Assess the long-term improvement to safety based on the proposed actions;

§

Assess congestion management impacts, using established performance measures and
including the benefits to traffic operations and other transportation modes;

§

Identify the regulatory requirements for each and their respective requirements;

§

Identify potential mitigation requirements to address permitting needs; and

§

Assess each alternative for meeting community needs.

Our analysis will include preparing a comparison matrix of the alternatives with consideration to
meeting the project purpose and need, impacts to surrounding resources, properties, the community,
and their ability to meet safety and operational needs, as well as engineering principals. Advantages
and disadvantages of each alternative will be presented in a table format, where practical impacts will
be quantitatively estimated based on available information. A comparison and rating system of the
above factors will be made which will serve as the basis for selection of a preliminary preferred
alternative.
The WSP Team will prepare a preliminary construction cost estimate for the preferred alternative and
other alternatives. The cost estimate will consider major construction activities including mobilization,
paving, excavation, removal and demolition of existing structures, new structures, drainage and SWM
facilities, lighting, landscaping, environmental mitigations and other major construction activities.
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Unit prices will consider recent bid pricing made available by Princeton and NJDOT. Reasonable
contingencies and escalation values will be included in the estimate.
In addition to the preliminary construction cost, WSP will estimate costs for Right of Way acquisition,
preliminary and final design, and other major expenditures. Cost developed for this task may be
utilized for future funding needs.

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Summary compilation conceptual design plans.

TASK 5 –M ULTIMODAL M OBILITY & TRAFFIC ASSESSM ENT
The Task 4 assessment will form the basis of the draft and final report and phased implementation plan.
The WSP Team will prepare an integrated assessment of multimodal mobility and traffic conditions, to
guide the development of recommendations in Task 5. We anticipate conducting a high-level summary
analysis by mode (vehicular, transit, freight, and bicycle and pedestrian), using data and mapping from
prior tasks.
The assessment may include:
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

Crash analysis to identify concentrations of vehicular, bicycle, and pedestrian crashes and a
high-level summary of typical crash characteristics
Origin-destination and traffic data
Intersection and roadway traffic counts
Inventory of roadway characteristics and access, such as lane configuration and widths, traffic
control and signalization, streetscape and traffic calming improvements, key intersections and
access points, and issues identified in the NJDOT management systems data
Inventory of transit facilities and services, including proximity and access to bus routes and bus
stops
Inventory of existing pedestrian and bicycle mobility and safety
Complete Streets
Concept development and travel demand modeling

Cra sh D a t a An a l ysis
A key component to the study will be an analysis of crash data for the most recent three-year period
available. Data will be obtained through NJDOT (we will use the Safety Voyager platform) and the
Princeton Engineer’s Office. The data will be reviewed to identify common crash types and other
common crash factors, such as lighting conditions and roadway surface conditions. The team will also
use NJDOT’s Safety Management Systems data and analysis from NJDOT’s Safety Bureau to identify
priority segments or intersections, evaluate crash rates, and compare corridor characteristics to
statewide averages. Crashes with GPScoordinates will be mapped to visualize the data and identify
areas with a high frequency of crashes and where crash clusters are occurring. The crash data will be
analyzed by mode – vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle –to identify each mode’s unique concerns and
problem areas.
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I n t e rse c t ion a n d R oa d w a y Tra ffic C ou n t s
WSP anticipates that traffic data will include up to nine (9)
intersection Turning Movement Counts and up to 10 Automated
Traffic Recorder (ATR) counts. The ATR counts will each include
seven (7) days of data. The intersections will be counted during
weekdays from 6:30 AM – 9:30 AM and 3:30 PM – 6:30 PM. WSP
anticipates new traffic counts at the following nine (9) locations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

WSPproposes to use the
Tri-State as thevendor for
new traffic counts.

Route 206 and Mountain Avenue
Route 206 and Valley Road
Route 206 and Terhune Road
Route 206 and Cherry Hill Road
Valley Road and Witherspoon Street/ Mount Lucas Road
Terhune Road and Mount Lucas Road
Cherry Hill Road and Mount Lucas Road
Jefferson Road and Laurel Road
Jefferson Road and Mount Lucas Road

Ve h ic u la r D a t a a n d R oa d w a y In ve n t ory
Any supplemental vehicular traffic data from existing traffic counts from NJDOT and Princeton will be
incorporated into the assessment as available.
The WSP Team will assess geometric data and roadway inventory information to support development
of concept recommendations, including number of lanes, lane widths, speed limits, regulatory signage,
on-street parking, driveway access, intersection control, and signal phasing timing.
We will also use NJDOT management systems data to identify deficiencies, where applicable.
Congestion and pavement data from NJDOT, however, are only available for state and interstate
roadways, so these are anticipated to be of limited use for this undertaking.
Assessment of vehicular data, counts, travel patterns, performance and geometrics combined to form
the basis of roadway needs, potential concepts, determination of continued viability and relevance of
previous recommendations, and potential benefits of proposed new and revised concepts.

C o m p le t e St re e t s
The WSP Team has extensive expertise in multimodal analysis, Complete Streets, and bicycle and
pedestrian planning and design. WSPis a leader in Complete Streets in New Jersey, having worked extensively
with NJDOT on a variety of initiatives including developing guidebooks for implementation, and creating curricula
and conducting workshops for engineers and planners on CompleteStreets policy development, design, and
implementation. WSP is also at the forefront of bicycle and pedestrian planning in the state, working
with municipalities and NJDOT throughout the state to create bicycle and pedestrian master plans, and
using state-of-the-practice analysis tools, such as bicycle level of traffic stress and pedestrian
connectivity metrics. WSPhas utilized this metric to analyzebicyclenetworks throughout the state, including
the Princeton BicyclePlan, Somers Point Bicycleand Pedestrian Circulation Study, and East Windsor Bicycleand
Pedestrian Circulation Study. For pedestrians, the quality of the streetscape and surrounding land uses
can attract or deter pedestrian activity. Qualitative field observations will characterize the pedestrian
environment within the project limits and at problem locations. Elements to be considered include
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sidewalk condition and width, pedestrian crossing treatments, land use type, presence of street
furniture or street trees, cleanliness and maintenance, lighting, wayfinding signage, and perceived
personal security.

Bic yc le a n d P e d e st ria n
D a ta
Project analysis of bicycle and
pedestrian issues will utilize crash
data, previous studies, and mapping
of activity centers, population
characteristics, and/ or transit
facilities to help identify key
problem areas or areas with higher
demand for bicycle and pedestrian
access.
At problem locations, we will collect
information on existing
infrastructure and conditions for
pedestrians and bicyclists, including
sidewalks, crosswalks, curb ramps,
signage, pedestrian signal
equipment, lighting, and bicycle
facilities, which will aid in
identifying targeted improvements.

Bicycle level of tra ffic stress a na lysis for Princeton Bicycle M obility Pla n

Tra n sit Asse ssm e n t
The WSP Team will analyze the transit ridership and route data obtained in Task 3. This includes a
summary of existing transit services and ridership, and mapping for the existing transit network.
In addition to evaluation of project data, qualitative field observations will review typical transit access
conditions along the corridor and at problem locations. Bus stop conditions (e.g., signage, shelters,
lighting, sidewalk connectivity, roadway crossings, etc.) are an important factor in the attractiveness of
the transit service to potential passengers.

O rig in - D e st in a t io n D a t a Asse ssm e n t
State-of-the-art travel origin-destination data collection and analysis enables us to understand where
and when an individual vehicle enters the study area, the route
taken, and the final destination. Each vehicle and trip can be
WSPproposes to use
seen and evaluated for what it is: a short local trip, a locally
StreetLight as thevendor
generated trip leaving the study area, a vehicle coming from
for origin-destination data
outside the study area and passing though, or a regional traveler
resources.
destined to a local study area destination.
A comprehensive understanding of origin-destination travel
patterns, traffic counts and composition, and area-wide traffic flows is needed to properly understand
travel demand, and develop sustainable, needs-based improvement concepts.
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These techniques provide a depth of data quality, coverage, and analysis not available using traditional
traffic data collection methodologies, and support an accurate depiction and simulation of traffic flow,
patterns, and conditions using the micro-simulation platform.

Tra ve l D e m a n d M od e lin g
Based on the concept development and multimodal assessment tasks, we will develop and refine
concepts using Travel Demand Modeling microsimulation methodologies. The proposed modeling
platform is Trafficware’s Synchro/ SimTraffic 10.
The study methodology is proposed to include:
n
n

n
n

n

n

Use of StreetLight origin-destination data to develop applicable traffic volumes and travel
patterns and intersection turning movement source data
Analysis of current and future traffic impacts under “ no-build” scenario – levels of service
analysis of major intersections and evaluations of safety and functionality of road system;
analysis is based on future traffic demand by applying a growth factor developed from the
DVRPC Travel Improvement Model to existing traffic counts and the PFARSHeadquarter
buildout analysis prepared by Princeton staff and provided to the WSP Team
Draft recommendations to address current and future traffic impacts to be reviewed by
Princeton Engineering staff
Analysis of current and future traffic impacts under “ build” scenario that include
recommendations – levels of service analysis of major intersections and evaluations of safety
and functionality of road system; analysis is based on a PFARSHeadquarter buildout analysis
prepared by Princeton staff and provided to the consultant
A combination of up five different alternatives will be analyzed, including Existing conditions,
Future No Build, and Three Build Scenarios, each having a combination of different
improvements. The analysis will be conducted for the morning and evening peak hours.
Performance measures for each scenario and concept to provide a consistent baseline of
comparison

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Deliverables will be the PowerPoint format presentations of Review of Findings and
Implementation Plan, and will be presented at the Round Two meetings. These materials will form
the basis of the Final Report and Implementation Plan deliverable in Task 5.

TASK 6 –FINAL REPORT, M ULTIMODAL STRATEGIES & IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The WSP Team will work collaboratively with Princeton staff and local stakeholders to develop and
refine the study plan and recommendations.
Building upon the comments and input from Task 2, data collection and mapping in Task 3, data
analysis and technical assessment from Task 4, the WSP Team will develop mobility and safety
improvements for the study area.
The mobility and safety recommendations will reflect a multimodal, Complete Streets approach that
considers the needs of all roadway users based on local context. This includes vehicular traffic,
bicyclists and pedestrians, transit vehicles and passengers, local deliveries, and goods movement.
Recommendations will be reviewed and vetted through the coordination and outreach process.
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Recommendations will be depicted using a graphical element to help illustrate the range of applicable
concepts and strategies. WSP has extensive experience using a range of graphical tools and displays to
present sketch-level concepts and framework plans that effectively convey and communicate study
recommendations to a broad range of stakeholders and public. We anticipate that annotated, plan-view
mark-ups overlaid on recent aerial photography will be most the applicable medium, while other tools
may be used to supplement or highlight key elements of the study.
To summarize the proposed improvements, the WSP Team will create an implementation matrix that
identifies the lead and assisting party/ parties, project priority, and order-of-magnitude cost range
(high/ medium/ low). The matrix will serve as a summary tool to advance project concepts.
The WSP Team will prepare the draft and final reports based on the work completed in Tasks 1-4. The
final report is anticipated to include the following sections:
n Executive Summary
n Introduction and Background
–
Regional setting, traffic volumes, and study methodology
n Multimodal Assessment
–
Improvement scenarios that include existing conditions, identified issues, potential
short-term and long-term improvement scenarios
–

Transit opportunities consisting of bus routes and stops

–

Pedestrian and bicycling opportunities

n Travel demand model assessment and concept development
–
Capacity analysis with performance measures
n Recommendations
n Implementation Plan and Matrix
A draft Final Report will be created for review by Princeton municipal staff. After one round of
comments, the WSP Team will finalize the document for printing and distribution. We have extensive
experience developing high quality deliverables with graphical design and content for all a variety of
different uses and formats. As a value-added approach, we propose to prepare and deliver the Final
Report in InDesign format. InDesign offers significant advantages in document design, layout, and
formatting compared to traditional MSWord documents, and provides the client with a highly
professional, graphics-rich product. We use InDesign for most of our deliverables including recent
reports for Princeton, Ironbound in Newark, and the Great Falls in Paterson, NJ; many of our WSP staff
are skilled in its use.

D e li ve r a b l e s
►

Draft Final Report – one (1) electronic copy (.pdf format)

►

Final Report – 12 bound hard copies, one (1) electronic copy (.pdf format)

►

Final PowerPoint presentations – one (1) electronic copy

►

Resource DVD/ CD-ROM containing the project electronic files, including source files for Final
Report and Technical Memoranda, data, graphics, derived GISfiles and other materials collected or
developed by the consultant for this study.
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SCH ED U LE

1

Project
Management

2

Coordination &
Outreach

4

5

6

Concept
Development
Multimodal
Mobility
Assessment

Final Report

Traffic
Counts

Draft TM

8

9
Oct

Sep

Aug

Jul

7

Meeting
#2
Open
House
#2

Open
House #1

2B Public Open House

3

6

Meeting
#1

Municipal
2A Partners

Data Collection &
Assessment

5
Jun

4
May

3
Apr

Task

2
Mar

#

1
Feb

WSP estimates the study project will have a duration of nine (9) months. We have prepared the
schedule below that identifies works tasks, meetings, and deliverables.

Final TM
Draft Short
Term
Recomm.

Final Short
Term
Recomm.
TM
Draft
Final
Report

Final
Report
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TEAM IN TRO D U CTIO N
WSP is one of the world's leading engineering professional
services consulting firms. We bring together approximately
34,500 staff, based in more than 500 offices, across 40
countries to provide engineering and mult idisciplinary
services in a vast array of industry sectors, with a focus on
technical excellence and client service. Our expertise
ranges from environmental remediation to urban planning,
from engineering iconic buildings to designing sustainable
transport networks, and from developing the energy
sources of the future to enabling new ways of extracting
essential resources. Our Mission is to be a solution-driven
advisor with outstanding expertise. Our Vision is to be the
first choice for clients, partners and employees.
With over 150 registered professional planners, engineers,
and environmental specialists between our two New Jersey
offices (Lawrenceville and Newark), we have the expertise
and resources on-hand representing all of the disciplines
involved in project development.
Joining WSP is Tri-State Traffic Data, Inc. (Tri-State), a
recognized leader in traffic data collection dedicated to
providing reliable, cost-effective and professional services
to both private developers and governmental agencies. TriState will provide traffic data collection services to WSP.

THE WSP
ADVANTAGE
► Project M anager, Pete Krem er, is
at the forefront of Com plete
Streets and m ultim odal m obility
and safety planning for clients
across New Jersey

► Our team is a leader in
developing and im plem enting
NJDOT’s Com plete Streets
Initiative

► Proven track record delivering
high quality, innovative
transportation plans and studies
on-tim e, within budget, and
exceeding client expectations

► Depth of Resources in NJ Alone:
13 Transportation Planners; 9
Environm ental Scientists; 14
Traffic Engineers; 30 Civil
Engineers; 34 Structural
Engineers; and 11 CADD
Technicians
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TEAM O RGANIZATION
Peter Kr emer , AICP/ PP, will manage this pr oject on behalf of WSP. As the Project Manager, he will
be responsible for the successful delivery of this project to Princeton Municipality. Mr. Kremer will
oversee the day-to-day operation of the project and be the point of contact and report directly to
Princeton with regard to all technical, administrative and contractual matters. He will be responsible
for schedule and budget adherence, and will prepare regular reports indicating project status. He will
also develop corrective actions plans, if necessary, to address any project issues.
Mr. Kremer will have the
support of multi-skilled
planning, engineering, and
environmental professionals
from within WSP. These
individuals, their roles and
reporting relationships are
identified in the organization
chart. They have been
selected for this project
based on their skills,
qualifications and
experience. We are confident
that this team meets all the
discipline requirements
necessary to successfully
execute this undertaking.
As the Pr incipal-i n Charge,
Anand Palur i, PE, PTOE,
will be WSP’s senior
management level contact
and communicate with
Princeton on a periodic basis
to discuss our team’s
performance. He will be
responsible for ensuring that
the resources of personnel
and equipment necessary for
the timely delivery and
success of the project are
available and utilized. Andy
will commit the necessary
resources to the project
throughout its duration. He
will also monitor the overall
quality procedures being implemented on the project to assure the highest quality final product as
required by the firm and expected by Princeton Municipality.
Resumes for Pete Kremer and key staff are provided in Appendix A.
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